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Report Findings from the Original Committee:

● This book is a warning about drug abuse. It is definitely good for kids who recognize that not everything is black

and white, but gray. In life, you will have contradicting desires and thoughts.

● It is better for teens to find out through a book what happens when you do drugs then find out by using.

● It’s important for people who have not experienced drugs to see what drugs can do to them.

● The rape scene is important to let teens learn how quickly things can get out of control. The scene started

willingly but went downhill from there. This scene did not look like it was fun, it was not glorified. It shows teens

how quickly things can happen and get out of control.

● I thought it was important that she saw the perspective of her mom. Kids don’t think about what mom is

thinking.

● I read it as a parent of two sophomore boys and was horrified how quickly this main character went down that

path. It is truly a cautionary tale. You make one bad choice and more bad choices follow.

● Page 226-227 rape scene:  I was surprised as the author went on, but she handled other sex scenes with restraint

as an entirety.  The first scene was a lot for a reason, but the others were well-handled.

● The author’s writing style in this book makes it appealing to struggling readers. They are not intimidated by it as

it is written in prose format.

● Author’s note on page one talks about how she’s writing the book about her own daughter's experience.  It's

fictional, but she says “If this story speaks to you,  I have accomplished what I set out to do. Crank is indeed a

monster - one that is tough to leave behind once you invite it into your life. Think twice. Then think again.” She

follows everything with multiple negatives and how it is disastrous for your life.  This book does not entice. The

author does not want it to happen to anyone else.

● At the end of the book she talks about how her story continued and she had six children  and went to prison.

This is  important to read because it backs the danger of doing drugs. It does not fantasize this world or crank in

any way.

● This book is not enticing students to do drugs;  if anything, it might deter them.

● Committee consensus was to retain in high school libraries without restriction.

Appeal Committee Findings:

● There was discussion about the committee makeup and representation from the quadrant where the complaint

was filed.

● There was discussion about the role of students on the committee.

● There was discussion about the conversation the committee engaged in. Everyone had a voice and spoke.

● There was discussion about adding discussion about how the book was selected and how many times it was

checked out.

Appeal Committee Recommendation:

● The recommendation is to uphold the findings of the Challenge Committee.

Date Reported to the Board of Education:  _______________________________________________


